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There’s hardly a rock band in the world right now that doesn’t owe a tip of their hat
to Sonic Youth, whether it be because of their sound, ethos, or sense of style. And front
and center of Sonic Youth was a lanky 6’6” musical powerhouse named Thurston
Moore, nonchalantly churning out high-intensity, heavily distorted guitar licks that
earned him a place on the high end of Rolling Stone's "100 Greatest Guitarists" list.
The band’s fuzzy, noisy, yet still accessible sound spanned three decades, during which
time their influence across music, style, and culture, from skate punks to high fashion,
shoegaze to death metal to avant-garde noise rock, is immeasurable. 

Sonic Youth went on “indefinite hiatus” in 2011, and since then Moore has been as busy
as ever, releasing a collaboration with fellow Sonic Youth member and recent ex-wife
Kim Gordon and Yoko Ono, touring with new band Chelsea Light Moving, and, coming
October 21, a new solo album, Best Day. Through it all – from 1981 to now – Moore
has enacted as aloof a persona as his music is intense and explosive; for a man who
physically towers above most, he easily blends into the background when he so
desires. When confronted, however, he's quietly thoughtful, kind, and engaging.

We caught up with Moore in the quiet basement of the Late Late Bar in New York for a
forthcoming Esquire Live Session and this interview about music, style, influences, and
why you should be careful choosing a tattoo.



"Soon thereafter
came the

commodification of
the look, but that

was to be expected,
I guess."

A style icon? I may be a style icon, to the demographic of alien-geek, record-collector,
free-jazz-loving, six-foot-six, skinny, pear-shaped fifty-sixty-year-old men. I might be a
style icon, yeah.

Joey Ramone was a style icon to me. In
1976 the icon of the lead singer was
Robert Plant, or something more far out
like David Bowie, or Marc Bolan. That
swashbuckling kind of male machismo.
And Joey Ramone wore glasses, he was
trying to hide his pale face with this long,
stringy black hair, he was at least 6-foot-6, he wasn't going to the gym everyday, and he
wore what his mom had been buying him for school for the last 12 years. Jeans, and
his T-shirt, and his leather jacket.

I've always been interested in how people present themselves with their body types;
I'm interested in the economics of it. That's why punk rock was so fascinating; it was
based on the fact that you weren't spending money on looking good. Soon thereafter
came the commodification of the look, but that was to be expected, I guess.

I think we (Sonic Youth) had a look. Steve had a very muted look, he probably had
the widest demographic in the group, and Lee had a utilitarian, basic thing. My
influence was definitely the Ramones, Patti Smith, and bringing in some elements of
glam that I thought I might be able to carry off, but that usually looked completely
ridiculous. I had to be very careful with that kind of stuff; I spray painted my hair silver
once on tour in Europe, and it really didn't look that good.

I got into looking preppy at some point because I thought that was radical in the face
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"I don’t know, have
you heard Darkness
at the Edge of Town

by Bruce
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pretty fucking
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of punk rock, to look young and academic. Kim (Gordon) was instrumental in that as
well. Her sense of visual aesthetic is pretty sophisticated, and that certainly was
informative and influential to me.

A lot of it was defined by what we could afford. And what we could afford was the
used bins out in front of Canal Jeans. There were amazing bins of irregular clothing that
clothed the entire East Village all through the 70s and 80s. That's what I was wearing.
Canal Jeans $2 bin clothes.

We bought three button polo golf oxford shirts because they had this casual,
academic look. They had a certain orthodoxy to them, and the music we were playing
was so unorthodox that that juxtaposition seemed really fun and dynamic. If we were
playing more straight and nerdy music that fit the shirt, it would be a little too much. So
it was experimental, it was taking traditional elements and putting them in to a different
context.

The first time we went to Europe I
remember buying a bunch of T-shirts of
iconic rock people, Bruce Springsteen,
Prince, Madonna. We'd wear them at
gigs, and it was really polarizing for the
audience. “Why are you wearing those
shirts with those horrible musicians that
we're trying to destroy?” And I’d say, “I
don’t know, have you heard Darkness at the Edge of Town by Bruce Springsteen? It's
pretty fucking good.” Or  “You mean you don't feel good inside when you hear “Into the
Groove” by Madonna on the radio? Come on! If you don't then you're not a true punk,
because a true punk is open to anything.” 

We would have these great arguments in the early 80s in England about the merits
of Prince, like “Prince is way more hardcore than you'll ever be dude.” So I would wear
these shirts and it would create this dialogue, and in a way you'd want to create debate
with what you're presenting… I'm in an industry where your value is people's gaze,
people looking at you.

I try to look adult, but I always feel like I’m a teenager. I look at people my age who
are in the music industry, particularly the performing aspect of it, and some retain their
20-something style, but some wear it better than others. Some should be thinking about
a new look. I still think Neil Young looks great, he wears the same clothes, has the
same demeanor. Yoko Ono looks fabulous, her sense of style has always been fairly
consistent.
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flattered when
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A lot of people think I'm a Dorian Grey person because I'm 56 and I don't look it. I
think it's the good genes I get from my mother, she's in her mid-eighties and she looks
like she's in her mid-forties or fifties. She looks younger than I do. But you know, I went
to get my hair cut at a pretty hip barber in NYC, and I told the guy to cut my hair so I
look like an adult, and he's like, “dude, you play rock and roll, just let me take care of
this.”

It's hard for me to buy clothes because I'm so big. I'm 6 foot 6. My physique is kind of
challenging. I don't, and that's the thing to do, wear tailored clothes. The most
impressed I ever was with rock and roll styling is the people I know who have friends
who tailor clothes for them, and I think that is the way to go. But you have to be willing
to wear clothes that people will take notice of, and sometimes I don’t want people to
take notice of me, I want to blend in. I don’t want to look too flashy, because I'm already
bringing attention to myself because the profile of the band I've been in and my own
height, so I try to mute that a little bit. I don't really go out in too much flash.

I don’t really dress different for the
stage. There's probably certain
accouterment, like pendants or something
that I wear for good luck, that's about it.

I wear pajamas on the bus. We have a
tour bus, and I was inspired by the
English musicians in my band, they wore
pajamas. I was like, “that’s what I should
be doing, instead of wearing gym shorts and a T-shirt!” Gym shorts and a T-shirt are
great if you're in the gym, but if you're anywhere else don't do it. You have to have
certain rules and regulations. Like, form fitting clothes: good if you have a really fitting
form. Tattoos, only if you really do have a good grasp of the impermanence of the
human body.

I have one tattoo, it says Sonic Life. I got it in the mid 80s, and it was inspired by
Henry Rollins' tattoos. He was sort of building up at the time, and I thought they looked
great on him. But he had the physique of an Adonis, and I was a skinny string bean, so
it didn't really have the same effect. Tattoos are dangerous. If you ever want to get a
traditional tattoo, it has to be completely personalized; it can't be iconic until you make it
iconic. I'm always very flattered when people show me tattoos of, like, the Goo album
cover that Pettibon did, but it's like, “really?”

Of course, this tattoo I designed at the time, and it references everything about my
feelings towards music, life, and faith, so, I'll always hold on to it. I feel like this tattoo is
very defining. In fact, I almost want to touch it up sometimes.



”I'll go to anything
but a sweaty rock

and roll club where
everybody's

drinking a lot and
making noise.”

PREVIOUS STORY NEXT STORY

I want to design luggage. Rock and roll luggage that holds pedals and cables. It’s
either/or, there's cases for gear, and cases for clothing. When I do an overnight trip to a
gig, I don’t want to have all this stuff. I want compartments for my clothing necessities,
a compartment for my cosmetic necessities, and a compartment for my gear. Maybe
Paul Smith will let me do that.

Who am I listening to? There's old
school bands that I always love, Dinosaur
Jr., My Bloody Valentine, X. All three of
those bands are consistently doing
wonderful work. There's newer bands.
There's a band in London, these three
young women, called Trash Kit, I think
they're phenomenal. In New York, I think the scene has changed into different
collectives of musicians. I'm gonna have these guys from Parquet Courts play with me
on a side project that they do with Crash Worship, I think those guys are cool.

I don't really go to rock clubs too much any more, mostly because it's like going to
the office on your day off. I love going to see bands, but when I don't have to be in a
club or a venue I'd rather go to a film, have dinner out, or I'd like to go see music that
isn't the kind of music that I'm making. I love going to see great jazz, music that
requires you to sit down and be quiet and listen. I'll go to anything but a sweaty rock
and roll club where everybody's drinking a lot and making noise.

I mean, I know what that is inside out and backward and forward, I've lived it for most of
my life. It doesn't really excite me. The fact that I have somewhat of a profile in that
scene, it's hard to watch a band, because people want to talk to you – which I'm
flattered by – but I want to see the band. There's a lot of yelling in my ear like, “DUDE
THE FIRST TIME I SAW YOU GUYS WAS 1989. DUDE, AUSTIN TEXAS,
REMEMBER THAT GIG?” And I'm like, “dude, I'm trying to watch the fucking band, will
you stop yelling in my ear?” But I can't have that conversation, because I'm a nice guy.
I'm looking at my watch, like “I gotta get the fuck outta here.”

I think there's a responsibility to the economy when it comes to style. Don't be afraid to
go to charity shops and thrift stores to find the greatest clothes in the world, because
the style of modesty blows away overpriced clothing. There's no two ways around it,
you know? Unless you just want to be some kind of douchebag gadfly.
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